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ABSTRACT
A network with n nodes contains O(n2 ) possible links. Even for
networks of modest size, it is often difficult to evaluate all pairwise possibilities for links in a meaningful way. Furthermore, even
though link prediction is closely related to missing value estimation
problems, such as collaborative filtering, it is often difficult to use
sophisticated models such as latent factor methods because of their
computational complexity over very large networks. Due to this
computational complexity, most known link prediction methods are
designed for evaluating the link propensity over a specified subset
of links, rather than for performing a global search over the entire
networks. In practice, however, it is essential to perform an exhaustive search over the entire networks. In this paper, we propose
an ensemble enabled approach to scaling up link prediction, which
is able to decompose traditional link prediction problems into subproblems of smaller size. These subproblems are each solved with
the use of latent factor models, which can be effectively implemented over networks of modest size. Furthermore, the ensemble
enabled approach has several advantages in terms of performance.
We show the advantage of using ensemble-based latent factor models with experiments on very large networks. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness and scalability of our approach.

Network Sizes
106 nodes
107 nodes
108 nodes
109 nodes

1 GHz
1000 sec.
27.8 hrs
> 100 days
> 10000 days

3 GHz
333 sec.
9.3 hrs
> 35 days
> 3500 days

10 GHz
100 sec.
2.78 hrs
> 10 days
> 1000 days

Table 1: The O(n2 ) problem in link prediction: Time required
to allocate a single machine cycle to every node-pair possibility
in networks of varying sizes and processors of various speeds.
network, and, therefore, link prediction methods have been studied extensively because of their numerous applications in various
network-centered domains.
Link prediction methods are often applied to very large networks,
which are also sparse. The massive sizes of such networks can create challenges for the prediction process in spite of their sparsity.
This is because the search space for the link prediction problem
is of the size O(n2 ), where n is the number of nodes. Quadratic
scalability can rapidly become untenable for larger networks. In
fact, an often overlooked fact is that most current link prediction
algorithms evaluate the link propensities only over a subset of possibilities rather than exhaustively search for link propensities over
the entire network, e.g., [23, 29]. In order to understand why this is
the case, consider a network with 106 nodes. Note that a size such
as 106 is not large at all by modern standards, and even common
bibliographic networks such as DBLP now exceed this size. Even
for this modest network, the number of possibilities for links is of
the order of 1012 . Therefore, a 1GHz processor would require at
least 103 seconds just to allocate one machine cycle to every pair of
nodes. This implies that in order to determine the top-ranked link
predictions over the entire network, the running time will be much
larger than 103 seconds. It is instructive, therefore, to examine how
this (lower bound on) running time scales with increasing network
size. Table 1 shows the time requirements for allocating a single
machine cycle to each pair-wise possibility. The running times in
this table represent very optimistic lower bounds on the required
times because link prediction algorithms are complex and require
far more than a single machine cycle for processing a node-pair.
Note that for larger networks, even the presented lower bounds on
the running times are impractical.
It is noteworthy that most link prediction algorithms in the literature are not designed to search over the entire space of O(n2 ) possibilities. A closer examination of the relevant publications shows
that even for networks of modest size, these algorithms perform
benchmarking only by evaluating over a sample of the possibilities
for links. This is only to be expected in light of the lower bounds
shown in Table 1. In other words, the complete ranking problem
for link prediction in very large networks remains largely unsolved
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of link prediction or link inference is that of predicting the formation of future links in a dynamic and evolving
network (see [7, 35, 36] for surveys). The link prediction problem
has numerous applications, such as the recommendation of friends
in a social network, the recommendation of images in a multimedia network, or the recommendation of collaborators in a scientific
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at least from a computational point of view. It is evident from the
presented lower bounds in Table 1 that any ranking-based link prediction algorithm must integrate search space pruning within the
prediction algorithm in order to even have any hope of exploring
the O(n2 ) search space in a reasonable amount of time. The algorithmic design of most link prediction algorithms largely overlooks
this basic requirement [7, 15].
The link prediction algorithms are classified into unsupervised
and supervised methods. Unsupervised methods [13] typically use
neighborhood measures such as the Adamic-Adar [1], and the Jaccard coefficient. Supervised methods [15] treat link prediction as a
classification problem in which each node pair is treated as a test
instance. Supervised methods are the state-of-the-art and generally
provide more accurate results than unsupervised methods [15]. It
is also noteworthy that most supervised methods evaluate link prediction algorithms by using only a sample of test links because of
computational consideration. In real-world applications, it is often
desirable to determine the top-k most relevant links for prediction
over all possibilities for test links. This problem remains largely
unsolved even for networks of any reasonable size.
The link prediction problem is also closely related to the missing
value estimation problem, which is commonly used in collaborative
filtering [3]. Just as collaborative filtering attempts to predict missing entries in a matrix of users and items, the link prediction problem attempts to predict missing entries in a node-node adjacency
matrix. In fact, the missing value estimation framework seems to
be a more compact and relevant model for the link prediction problem, as compared with the vanilla classification problem. Many
of the modern methods for collaborative filtering use latent factor
models [2, 17] such as SVD and NMF for predicting missing entries. These methods have been shown to be wildly successful at
least within the domain of collaborative filtering [17]. In spite of
the obvious similarity between link prediction and collaborative filtering and the obvious effectiveness of latent factor models, there
are only a few methods [9] which attempt to use these models.
One of the reasons that latent factor models are rarely used in the
link prediction domain is simply because of their complexity. In
collaborative filtering applications, the item dimension is of the order of a few hundred thousand, whereas even the smallest networks
in real-world settings contain more than a million nodes. Furthermore, collaborative filtering methods often perform the recommendation on a per-user basis rather than try to determine the top-k
user-item pairs. The latter is particularly important in the context
of link prediction. The factorization of a matrix of size O(n2 ) is not
only computationally expensive, but also memory-intensive. As we
will see later in this paper, one advantage of latent-factor models
is that they are able to transform the adjacency matrix to a multidimensional space which can be searched efficiently by pruning
large portions of the O(n2 ) search space in order to recommend
the top-k possibilities. This is essential in such settings.
Contributions. In this paper, we explore an ensemble-enabled approach to achieving the aforementioned goals.
We show how to make latent factor models practical for link
prediction by decomposing the search space into a set of smaller
matrices. As a result, large parts of the O(n2 ) search space can
be pruned without even having to evaluate the relevant node pairs.
This provides an efficient approach for the top-k problem in link
prediction. Furthermore, our problem decomposition method is an
ensemble approach enabled with three structural bagging methods
with performance guarantees, which has obvious effectiveness advantages. Note that the same bias-variance tradeoffs apply to the
link-prediction problem, as they apply to the standard classification

problem. Therefore, the use of an ensemble approach has obvious
effectiveness advantages as well.
Using real-life datasets, we show that our ensemble-enabled approach for link prediction is both effective and efficient. For instance, (1) on Friendster with 15 million nodes and 1 billion edges,
our approach could finish in an hour, while direct NMF, AA [1] and
BIGCLAM [33] could not finish in a day, and (2) our approach improves the accuracy by (18%, 39%, 33%) (resp. (4%, 10%, 18%)
and (16%, 11%, 38%) ) over direct NMF, AA and BIGCLAM on
YouTube, Flickr and Wikipedia, respectively.
Organization. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide the basic framework for the approach and describe
the efficient use of latent factor models for link prediction. Section 3 discusses how latent factor models can be augmented with
ensembles to provide more effective and efficient results. Section 4
presents and discusses the experimental results, followed by related
work in Section 5 and conclusions in Section 6.

2.

LATENT FACTOR MODEL FOR SCALABLE LINK PREDICTION

We assume that G = (N, A) is an undirected network containing node set N and edge set A. The node set N contains n nodes
and the edge set A contains m edges. Furthermore, the n × n
weight matrix W = [wij ]n×n contains the weights of the edges
in A. The weight matrix is useful in representing the strengths of
network connections in many real-world settings such as the number of publications between a pair of co-authors in a bibliographic
network. The matrix is sparse, and many its entries are 0, which
could be interpreted either as absence of links or as missing entries.
While we assume that an undirected network is available, the approach can also be generalized to directed networks. The ranking
problem for link prediction is formally stated as follows:
D EFINITION 1. Given a network G = (N, A) with node set N
and edge set A, the ranking problem for link prediction is to determine the top-k node-pair recommendations such that these node
pairs are not included in A.
Note that this problem definition requires us to consider the entire
search space of O(n2 ) possibilities, rather than a sample of the
node pairs in the network.
Latent factor models work by associating a low dimensional factor with each row and column of the network. However, since link
prediction is (predominantly) studied only for undirected networks,
which have symmetric weight matrices, it suffices to associate an
r-dimensional latent factor Fi with the ith node in the network.
The value of r is the rank of the factorization. This is an issue,
which we will discuss slightly later. The weight of a link between
nodes i and j is defined by the use of the dot product between the
factors of nodes i and j. In other words, for the weight matrix
W = [wij ]n×n , we would like to achieve the following:
wij ≈ Fi · Fj , ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

(1)

This condition can be directly written in matrix form. Let F be an
n × r matrix, in which the ith row is the row vector Fi . Then, the
aforementioned condition of Equation (1) can be written as follows:
W ≈ FFT.

(2)

An important question arises as to whether entries in the matrix
W corresponding to the absence of links should be treated as incomplete entries or whether they should be treated as zero, with
the possibility of being incorrect. When latent factor models are
used in collaborative filtering, such entries are typically treated as
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is associated with each of the r latent variables containing the node
identifiers of F arranged according to the sorted order of S. The r
inverted lists can also be represented as an n × r matrix R. Let the
number of rows in the p-th √
column of S (p ∈ [1, r]), for which the
value of Sip is greater than ϵ/r be fp , and for which the value of
Sip is greater than 0 be fp′ , respectively.
Then the following nested loop is executed for each (say p-th)
column of S:

missing entries. However, unlike the absence of a rating, the absence of a link is indeed useful information in the aggregate, even
though some node pairs have the propensity to form links in the
future. Therefore, we argue that, unlike collaborative filtering, W
should be treated as a completely specified matrix, but with noisy
entries. Therefore, in the link prediction problem, latent factor
models should be viewed as a way of correcting noisy entries with
zero values, rather than strictly as a missing value estimation problem. Such assumptions also simplify the algorithmic development
of latent factor models for link prediction. The idea here is that
when we approximately factorize W into the form F F T , the positive values of entries in F F T can be viewed as the predictions of
noisy 0-entries in W .
A second important question arises as to the choice of the latent factor model that must be used for prediction. There are many
choices available for factorizing an adjacency matrix, especially
when it is symmetric. Even a straightforward diagonalization of
the matrix provides a reasonable factorization. We choose nonnegative matrix factorization not only because of its interpretability
advantages but also because it facilitates the O(n2 ) search phase of
the prediction by providing a non-negative and sparse representation for each node.
We would like to determine the matrix F such that the Frobenius
norm of (W − F F T ) is minimized. This problem is referred to
as symmetric NMF, and an efficient solution is proposed in [14],
where F can be determined by starting with random nonnegative
entries in (0, 1), and using the following multiplicative update rule:
Fij ← Fij (1 − β + β

(W F )ij
),
(F F T F )ij

for each i = 1 to fp do
for each j = i + 1 to fp′ do
if Sip · Sjp < ϵ/r then
break inner loop;
else increase the score of node-pair (Rip , Rjp ) by
an amount of Sip · Sjp
endfor
endfor
This nested loop is designed to track the relevant subset of node
pairs from which one can determine the top-(ϵ, k) predictions. The
nested loop typically requires much less time than O(n2 ) time because large portions of the search space are pruned. First, depending on the value of ϵ, the value of fp is much less than n. This
is particularly true if many entries of the factorized matrix F are
close to 0. Furthermore, the inner loop is often terminated early.
The value of ϵ therefore provides the user a way to set the tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency. A hash-table is maintained
which tracks all the pairs (Rip , Rjp ) encountered so far in the
nested loop. Because of the pruning, the hash table usually needs
to track a miniscule set of the O(n2 ) node-pairs in order to determine the ones that truly satisfy the top-(ϵ, k) requirement. In
the process, we exclude the links which have already been represented with non-zero entries in W because such links are always
likely to have the largest prediction values, which further reduces
the searching space.
It remains to show that this procedure truly does find a valid set
of top-(ϵ, k) link predictions. The reason that the procedure works
correctly and efficiently is because of nonnegativity and sparsity.

(3)

in which β is a constant in (0, 1] [28].
Discussions. Let us examine the computational complexity of the
update Equation (3). The matrix F F T F can be fully materialized
with O(r2 · n) matrix multiplications, and the matrix W F can be
computed in O(m · r) multiplications by observing that the sparse
matrix W has only 2m non-zero entries corresponding to the number of edges. Therefore, each update takes O(n · r2 + m · r) time.
This remains quite high for large networks, which motivates us
to develop fast searching techniques to speed up the process.

P ROPOSITION 1. The nested loop method finds a valid set of
top-(ϵ, k) predictions.

2.1 Efficient Top-K Prediction Searching

P ROOF. The main part of the proof is to show that any dot product is underestimated by at most ϵ. The aforementioned pseudocode containing the nested loop is executed r times, once for each
latent component. Therefore, it suffices to show that the contribution of each nested loop is underestimated by at most ϵ/r. There
are two sources of underestimation:

An advantage of the nonnegative factorization approach is that
it enables an efficient search phase, which is generally not possible
with most other link prediction methods. The value of Fi · Fj in
Equation (1) provides a prediction value for the links. The goal of
the search phase is to return the top-k links with the largest prediction values. In real-world settings, the matrix F is often nonnegative and sparse. This non-negativity and sparsity are particularly
useful in enabling an efficient approach. In order to speed up the
search, we define the notion of ϵ-approximate top-k predictions,
denoted as top-(ϵ, k) predictions.
D EFINITION 2 ( TOP -(ϵ, k) PREDICTIONS ). A set L of predicted
links is a top-(ϵ, k) prediction, if the cardinality of L is k, and the
k-th best value of Fi · Fj for a link (i, j) ∈ L is at most ϵ less than
the k-th best value of Fh · Fl over any link (h, l) in the network.

1. The
√ outer loop does not consider rows i for which Sip <
ϵ/r. This effectively prunes the products √
between pairs
(i, j) for which both Sip and Sjp are less than ϵ/r. Therefore, the underestimation
√ because of the ignoring of this pair
√
is at most ϵ/r × ϵ/r = ϵ/r.
2. The second case is when the inner loop is terminated early.
The early termination condition in this case is that the product is at most ϵ/r.
Therefore, in both these mutually exclusive cases, the underestimation is at most ϵ/r. Therefore, over all latent components the
aggregate underestimation is at most (ϵ/r) × r = ϵ.
This completes the proof.
Discussions. While the basic matrix factorization method is able
to allow us to provide efficiency and pruning to the search process,
it is still not quite as fast as one may need for large networks. The

Intuitively, this definition allows a qualitative tolerance of ϵ in the
top-k returned links. Allowing such a tolerance significantly helps
in speeding up the search process by pruning large portions of the
search space, which is particularly important in an O(n2 ) search
space of link predictions.
The first step is to create a new n×r matrix S, which is obtained
by sorting the columns of F in a descending order. An inverted list
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and added to Ns . In the event that no node is adjacent to Ns ,
a randomly chosen node from a different connected component is added to Ns . The procedure is repeated until Ns contains at least a fraction f of the total number of nodes.

main problem arises as a result of the factorization process itself,
which can require as much as O(r·(m+n·r)). Typically, the number r of latent factors varies from the orders of a few ten to a few
hundred [30, 31]. For sparse networks, in which the node degree
is less than r, the O(nr2 ) term might be the bottleneck. The required number of latent components r is often expected to increase
with network size. In order to handle this computational problem,
we propose the method of ensemble decomposition, which provides
both efficiency and effectiveness advantages.

(2) Construct a reduced adjacency matrix Ws from the node set
Ns by using the subgraph induced on Ns of G, i.e., an ensemble, to select the relevant |Ns | rows and columns of W .
(3) Apply the symmetric NMF method in Section 2 to the reduced matrix Ws . Use the pruning search process in Section
2.1 to determine the predictions of all pairs of nodes.

3. STRUCTURAL BAGGING METHODS
Since the link prediction problem scales worse than linearly with
the network size, it is generally more efficient to solve smaller problems multiple times rather than solve a single large problem. The
structural bagging approach provides an effective method to decompose the link prediction problem into smaller pieces that are
solved independently. Furthermore, the aggregated results from
multiple models often provide a robustness to the decomposition
process [38]. In the following, we introduce three different ways
for the bagging decomposition.

This method of growing the sampled node set with edge sampling is likely to select dense components from the network. Such
dense components are more likely to contain random node pairs.
Unlike the previous case where every node pair is considered with
high probability, many node pairs will not be considered at all.
However, such node pairs will typically not be present in the same
dense component. Therefore, such node pairs are likely to be irrelevant, and in this way the approach already prunes unimportant
node pairs during the process of ensemble construction.

3.1 Random Node Bagging

3.3

Random node bagging is the simplest form of structural bagging.
The basic idea of random node bagging is to iteratively apply the
following three steps:

Biased Edge Bagging

While the edge bagging procedure is effective at discovering
dense components, it does have a drawback. Its main drawback
is that it selectively includes nodes with high degrees within the
resulting components. Therefore, the same high-degree nodes are
very likely to be included in all the ensemble components. As a
result, it often becomes more difficult to make robust predictions
between low-degree nodes.
In biased edge bagging, exactly the same procedure is used as
the case of edge bagging. The only difference is that when the node
set Ns is grown, a random adjacent node is not selected. Rather,
an adjacent node, which was selected the least number of times in
previous ensemble components, is used. Ties are broken randomly.
This approach ensures that each node is selected with an approximately similar number of times across various ensemble components, and it prevents the repeated selection of high-degree nodes.
Note that the bias in the edge bagging process makes that the vast
majority node pairs will not be considered. However, such node
pairs will usually be in components that are not as well connected.
Therefore, such nodes are far less likely to form links. In most practical applications, one only needs to recommend a small number of
node pairs for prediction. Therefore, it is reasonable to ignore such
node pairs in the prediction process.

(1) Select a random set of nodes Nr from the graph G corresponding to a fraction f of the nodes in the network. Determine the node set Ns ⊇ Nr , corresponding to all nodes
adjacent to Nr .
(2) Construct a reduced adjacency matrix Ws from the node set
Ns by using the subgraph induced on Ns of G, referred to as
an ensemble component or simply an ensemble, to select the
relevant |Ns | rows and columns of W .
(3) Apply the symmetric NMF method in Section 2 to the reduced matrix Ws . Use the pruning search process in Section
2.1 to determine the predictions of all pairs of nodes of Ns .
The main efficiency advantage of this approach is because of the
smaller sizes of the matrices in the factorization. Furthermore, because of the smaller size of the induced subgraph in each ensemble
component, the number of latent factors r, which is required, is also
smaller. This will generally translate into efficiency advantages. In
many cases, when the number of nodes is very large, it may be
impractical to solve the entire problem in main memory. In such
cases, the use of ensemble approach decomposes the problem into
smaller memory-resident components.
The main problem with random node sampling is that it does not
attempt to sample more relevant regions of the network which are
more likely to contain possible links. Other forms of sampling are
likely to be more effective in this context.

3.4

Using Link Prediction Characteristics

Different from existing sampling methods [32], our bagging methods should be designed in particular for link prediction. Motivated
by the observation that most of all new links in social networks
span within very short distances, typically closing triangles, which
has been justified in [37], we develop three structural bagging approaches such that a node is always sampled together with all its
neighbors, which guarantees the possibility of forming triangles.
To achieve this, we revise the previous bagging methods as follows.

3.2 Edge Bagging
Edge bagging is designed to sample more relevant regions of the
graph. After all, real-world networks are sparse and most of the
O(n2 ) possibilities for edges are usually not populated. By sampling densely populated regions of the network, many node pairs
will not be considered at all, but these node pairs are often not relevant to begin with.
The edge bagging approach proceeds as follows:

(1) For random node bagging, when a node is selected uniformly
at random from the network G, the node together with all of
its neighbors are put into the node set Ns .
(2) For edge and biased edge bagging, when a node adjacent to
Ns is selected and added to Ns , all of its neighbors are put
into the node set Ns together.

(1) Let Ns be a node set containing a single randomly chosen
node. Nodes which are adjacent to Ns are randomly selected
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3.5 Bound of Node Bagging Ensembles

Datasets

Observe that even each ensemble component is much smaller,
multiple samples are required. To meaningfully rank the various
node pairs, each node pair needs to be included in the ensemble
components with performance guarantees. What is the required
number of samples to ensure that each node pair is included at least
µ times? Clearly, this number depends on the sampling fraction f .
We next present a probabilistic bound on the expected number of
times that a node pair is included as follows.

YouTube
Flickr
Wikipedia

Nodes
1,503,841
1,503,841
1,580,291
1,580,291
1,682,759
1,682,759

Edges
3,691,893
806,213
13,341,698
3,942,599
28,100,011
5,856,896

Table 2: Training and ground truth data. The data in the first
time slot is the training data and the remaining is the ground
truth data.

P ROPOSITION 2. The expected times of each node pair included
in µ/f 2 ensemble components is at least µ.

Parameters
β
iter
r
ϵ

P ROOF. Since each ensemble component includes a node with
probability at least f , it follows that each node pair is included with
probability f 2 . Furthermore, all ensemble component are independent of each other. Let X be the times of each node pair is included
in all ensemble components, and the expected value E(X) of X is
equal to b × f 2 , where b is the number of ensemble components.
For E(X) ≥ µ, we have b ≥ µ/f 2 .

k
µ
f

Note that the above bound holds only for the original random
node bagging method, and it provides a theoretical guarantee. Indeed, we could do much better in practice. For instance, the setting
of µ = 0.1 and f = 0.1 already achieves a pretty good result, as
shown by our experimental study in Section 4.

n

Descriptions
Coefficient in NMF update rule
Number of iterations for NMF
Number of latent factors
Tolerance of top-(ϵ, k) prediction
Number of links returned by
top-(ϵ, k) prediction
Expected appearing times of each
node pair in ensemble components
Fraction of the number of nodes to be
selected for an ensemble component
Number of nodes

Default Values
0.5
50
10
1
1 × 105 / 1 × 106
0.1
0.1
See Table 2

Table 3: Parameters used in the experiments. Note that we set
k = 1 × 105 for YouTube and k = 1 × 106 for other datasets.
(1) YouTube is a 7 month friendship network of YouTube users
with 3, 223, 589 nodes and 9, 375, 374 undirected edges.
(2) Flickr is a 6 month friendship connections of Flickr users with
2, 302, 925 nodes and 33, 140, 017 directed edges.
(3) Wikipedia is a 6 year hyperlink network of the English Wikipedia
with 1, 870, 709 nodes and 39, 953, 145 directed edges.
(4) Twitter is the follower network from Twitter with 41, 652, 230
nodes and 1, 468, 365, 182 directed edges.
(5) Friendster is the friendship network of the Friendster with
68, 349, 466 nodes and 2, 586, 147, 869 directed edges.
(1) YouTube, Flickr and Wikipedia contain timestamps of edge
arrivals. For each of these datasets, the latest five month part is
treated as its ground truth data for testing the accuracy, and the remaining part is treated as its training data, shown in Table 2. To test
the scalability, we further generated five subnetworks with increasing sizes for each dataset, using the breadth first search started from
the node with the largest degree. (2) Twitter and Friendster do not
have timestamps, and are only used for the scalability test. (3) It
does not make much sense to predict links for users who appear
in the ground truth data, but not in the training data. Hence, we
removed these users from the ground truth data. Moreover, since
our link prediction methods focus on predicting links on undirected
graphs, we ignored the direction of edges in the directed graphs.
Algorithms for comparison. We have carefully chosen a couple
of algorithms to compare with our ensemble-enabled approach.
(1) Adamic/Adar (AA) [1]: AA is a popular neighborhood based
method that produces a score for each link (u, v), defined as below:
∑
1
score(u, v) =
,
log|N (z)|

3.6 Ensemble Enabled Top-K Predictions
We now explain the complete framework for top-k predictions
enabled with ensembles, shown as follows.
given network G(N, A) and parameters µ and f .
let Γ be empty;
repeat µ/f 2 times do
let Ns be a sampled ensemble of G with at least f · n nodes;
Compute Ws ≈ Fs · FsT using NMF;
let Γ′ be top-k largest value node pairs (i, j) in {Fs,i · Fs,j };
let Γ be top-k largest value node pairs (i, j) in Γ′ ∪ Γ;
return the top-k node pairs Γ not included in A.
To ensure that a node pair appears in the ensemble components
at least µ expected times, µ/f 2 ensemble components are considered in total. For each time, an ensemble component Ns is sampled
by one of the above node, edge and biased edge bagging methods,
the symmetric NMF method in Section 2 is used to the reduced matrix Ws , and the aforementioned pruning search process in Section
2.1 is used to determine the predictions of all pairs of nodes. If a
node pair appears in multiple ensemble components and has multiple predicted values, the maximum predicted value is considered.
And, hence, only the top-k predicted links are maintained for each
ensemble component. At the end of the process, the top-k predictions in all µ/f 2 ensemble components are returned.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We next present an extensive experimental study of our ensembleenabled approach for link prediction. Using real-life datasets, we
conducted two sets of experiments to evaluate: (1) the effectiveness
and efficiency of our approach vs. conventional methods AA [1]
and BIGCLAM [33] and (2) the impacts of various factors.

z∈N (u)∩N (v)

where N (u) is the set of neighbors of node u. Lu [35] showed
that AA performs well on a range of networks because it only concerns 2-hop neighbors and reduces much of search space. Therefore, we implemented a top-k link prediction method by searching
the k largest AA score links. The complexity of this method is
O(nd2 log(k)), where d is the average degree of networks. Another popular link prediction method is Katz [34], which is based
on the ensemble of all paths. However, its complexity is O(n3 ),

4.1 Experimental settings
We first present our experimental settings.
Datasets. We used the following real-life network datasets, which
are from the Koblenz Network Collection 1 .
1

Date
2006-12-09 — 2007-02-22
2007-02-23 — 2007-07-22
2006-11-01 — 2006-11-30
2006-12-01 — 2007-05-17
2001-02-19 — 2006-10-31
2006-11-01 — 2007-04-05

http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/
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3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4

8

9

9.0
7.0
5.0

10

1

2

3

4

5
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Figure 1: Accuracy and efficiency comparison: with respect to the number k of predicted links.
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Figure 2: Accuracy and efficiency comparison: with respect to the network sizes.
belongs to the community c. Give F , the BIGCLAM generates a
graph G(N, A) by creating edge (u, v) between a pair of nodes
u, v ∈ N with the probability

and does not work on large networks with millions of nodes. Thus,
we did not choose Katz for comparison in the experiments.
(2) Cluster Affiliation Model for Big Networks (BIGCLAM) [33]:
Yang and Leskovec developed this probabilistic generative model
for networks based on community affiliations. An ingredient of
BIGCLAM is based on the fact that, when people share multiple
community affiliations, the links between them stem for one dominant reason. This means that more communities a node pair shares,
the higher the probability of the node pair being connected is. Let
F be a nonnegative matrix where Fuc is the degree of the node u

p(u, v) = 1 − exp(−Fu · Fv ),
where Fu is a weight vector for node u. Viewing the probability
p(u, v) as a score for the link (u, v), it is reasonable to predict links
based on BIGCLAM. The complexity of BIGCLAM is O(nd(r +
d)), where d is the average degree of networks. In addition, this
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model is not designed to search the entire space of O(n2 ), and we
revised it by our top-(ϵ, k) method to predict links.
Implementation. We implemented all algorithms including AA,
BIGCLAM, link prediction method in Section 2 (NMF), NMF with
random node bagging (NMF(Node)), NMF with edge bagging
(NMF(Edge)) and NMF with biased edge bagging (NMF(Biased))
using C/C++ with no parallelization.
All experiments were conducted on a machine with 2 Intel Xeon
E5–2630 2.4GHz CPUs and 64 GB of Memory, running 64 bit Windows 7 professional system. Each experiment was repeated 5 times,
and the average is reported here.

4.2 Experimental Results
We next present our findings. In all the experiments, we fixed r
to (50, 30, 50) (resp. (40, 20, 20)) for NMF (resp. BIGCLAM) on
YouTube, Flickr and Wikipedia, respectively. For three bagging
methods, we fixed r = 10 by default (See Exp-2.3 for more details
about the setting of r). The other parameters with their descriptions
and default values are presented in Table 3.

4.2.1 Comparison with AA and BIGCLAM
In the first set of tests, we evaluated the effectiveness and efficiency of our methods compared with AA and BIGCLAM. Given
one of top-k link prediction methods, denoted by x, its effectiveness of link prediction is evaluated with the following measure:
accuracy(x) =

# of correctly predicted links
.
the number k of predicted links

Exp-1.1: Impacts of k. To evaluate the impacts of the number k of
predicted links, we varied k from 1 × 104 to 1 × 105 on YouTube
(resp. from 1 × 105 to 1 × 106 on Flickr and Wikipedia) and fixed
other parameters to their default values. The results of accuracy and
running time are reported in Figure 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) and Figure
1(d), 1(e) and 1(f), respectively.
The accuracy results tell us that (a) NMF(Biased) outperforms
other methods on all datasets, (b) three bagging methods always
have higher accuracy than NMF, AA and BIGCLAM, (c) NMF is
more accurate than AA and BIGCLAM, and (d) the accuracy of all
methods decreases with the increment of k. Indeed, NMF(Biased)
improves the accuracy by (18%, 39%, 33%) (resp. (4%, 10%, 18%)
and (16%, 11%, 38%) ) over NMF, AA and BIGCLAM on YouTube,
Flickr and Wikipedia, respectively. This verifies the effectiveness
of our bagging methods.
The running time results tell us that (a) three bagging methods are much faster than NMF, AA and BIGCLAM, (b) the running time of all methods is insensitive to the increase of k, except AA whose complexity is O(nd2 log(k)). Indeed, the three
bagging methods finished the prediction in 300 seconds on the
three datasets. Furthermore, NMF(Biased) is (70, 2.7, 14) (resp.
(4.5, 2.7, 8) and (33, 33, 36)) times faster than NMF, AA and BIGCLAM on YouTube, Flickr and Wikipedia, respectively. This verifies the efficiency of our bagging methods.
Note that the accuracy of all methods is not high, even the best
accuracy (NMF(Biased) on Flickr when k = 1 × 105 ) is less than
12%. The reason is that there are more than 1 × 1012 possible
links in the search space of each dataset, but less than 1 × 107 links
in the ground truth. In addition, NMF is slower than AA on three
datasets because r is fixed to at least 30, which is consistent to
the O(nr2 ) complexity of NMF. The running time of AA is about
100 seconds on YouTube, while more than 500 seconds on Flickr
and 4700 seconds on Wikipedia. This is because that the average
degree of these datasets are 5, 17 and 33, and AA takes more time
with the increase of the degree of networks. The running time of
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BIGCLAM is also sensitive to the degree of networks because its
complexity is O(nd(r+d)). As a result, it runs faster than NMF on
YouTube when the degree is 5, while it takes more time on Flickr
and Wikipedia when the degree is increased.
Exp-1.2: Impacts of network sizes. To evaluate the impacts of
network sizes, we varied the number of nodes n from 3 × 105 to
1.5 × 106 on YouTube, Flickr and Wikipedia (resp. from 3 × 105
to 5 × 106 on Twitter and from 1 × 106 to 1.5 × 107 on Friendster). Since Twitter and Friendster do not contain ground truth for
choosing the value of r, we fixed r on these datasets to the average
value of its default values. Hence, on these two datasets, we fixed
r = 43 for NMF (resp. r = 27 for BIGCLAM and r = 10 for
bagging methods). The other parameters are fixed to their default
values. The results of accuracy and running time are reported in
Figure 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) and Figure 2(d), 2(e), 2(f), 2(g) and 2(h),
respectively. Note that there are some missing plots for NMF, AA
and BIGCLAM in the Figure 2(g) and 2(h) because their running
time is beyond 24 hours.
The accuracy results tell us that (a) NMF(Biased) obtains the
highest accuracy on all datasets, (b) the three bagging methods perform better than NMF, AA and BIGCLAM, and (c) NMF has higher
accuracy than AA and BIGCLAM. This means that our methods are
accurate and robust with the increase of network sizes.
The running time results tell us that (a) bagging methods are
much faster than other methods, (b) the running time of all methods increase nearly linearly with the increase of n. For instance,
NMF(Biased) speeds up NMF, AA and BIGCLAM for around
(20, 107, 43) (resp. (31, 21, 175)) times on Twitter (resp. Friendster) and is thus essential for making our bagging methods scalable
to large networks. Note that NMF is slower than BIGCLAM on
YouTube but faster on other datasets because BIGCLAM requires
more time with the increase of the degree of networks, which is
consistent with the complexity analysis. In addition, the running
time of BIGCLAM fluctuates when n between 6×105 and 1.2×106
on YouTube and Flickr because the number of the iterations for its
nonnegative matrix factorization method is not fixed.

4.2.2

Impacts of Various Parameters

In the second set of tests, we evaluated the impacts of parameters
on the accuracy and running time of NMF, NMF(Node), NMF(Edge),
NMF(Biased) and BIGCLAM. We first tested the impacts of µ and
f in bagging methods. We then tested the impacts of r and ϵ.
Exp-2.1: Impacts of µ. To evaluate the impacts of µ, we varied µ
from 0.01 to 0.25 and fixed other parameters to their default values.
The accuracy and running time results are reported in Figure 3(a),
3(b) and 3(c) and Figure 3(d), 3(e) and 3(f), respectively. We also
plotted the accuracy and running time of NMF for comparison.
The results tell us that (a) bagging methods have higher accuracy than NMF when µ is large enough, (b) the accuracy of bagging methods increases with the increment of µ and becomes stable
when µ is greater than 0.1. This means that the accuracy of bagging methods would increase and become stable with the increase
of the number of ensemble components. Furthermore, (c) the running time of bagging methods increases linearly with the increase
of µ since µ/f 2 ensemble components had been generated in each
bagging method. Note that, when µ = 0.1, the accuracy of bagging methods is becoming stable and the running time of them is
less than NMF. Therefore, we fixed µ = 0.1 by default.
Exp-2.2: Impacts of f . To evaluate the impacts of f , we varied f
from 0.02 to 0.5 and fixed other parameters to their default values.
The accuracy and running time results are reported in Figure 4(a),
4(b) and 4(c) and Figure 4(d), 4(e) and 4(f), respectively.
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Figure 3: Accuracy and efficiency comparison: with respect to the expected appearing times µ.
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Figure 4: Accuracy and efficiency comparison: with respect to the fraction f
than that of BIGCLAM, and (d) the running time of NMF is increased quadratically with the increase of r since its complexity is
O(nr2 ). A similar trend of running time is also found for bagging
methods. To obtain the highest accuracy, we fixed r to (50, 30, 50)
(resp. (40, 20, 20)) for NMF (resp. BIGCLAM) on YouTube,
Flickr and Wikipedia, respectively. Note that, when r = 10, the
accuracy of bagging methods is greater than the best accuracy of
NMF. Hence, we fixed r = 10 by default for bagging methods.
Exp-2.4: Impacts of ϵ. To evaluate the impacts of ϵ, we varied ϵ
from 0.5 to 1.0 and fixed other parameters to their default values.
The accuracy and running time results are reported in Figure 6(a),
6(b) and 6(c) and Figure 6(d), 6(e) and 6(f), respectively.
The results tell us that (a) the accuracy of all methods is stable
with the increase of ϵ, which means that the accuracy of our methods is insensitive to ϵ, and (b) the running time of all methods is
decreased with the increase of ϵ because the larger ϵ reduces more
search space. Thus, our top-(ϵ, k) method is reasonable for link
prediction. Since the accuracy is insensitive to ϵ, we fixed ϵ = 1 by
default to achieve a better efficiency.

The results tell us that (a) bagging methods have higher accuracy than NMF when f between 0.02 and 0.1, (b) the accuracy of
bagging methods decreases with the increase of f , and (c) the running time of bagging methods increases nearly linearly with the
decrease of f . Note that the complexity of bagging methods is
O((n1 r2 + n1 d1 r) ∗ µ/f 2 ), where n1 = nf and d1 is the average
degree of each ensemble component. Since bagging methods are
likely to select dense components, d1 may be greater than r and
the complexity is O(nd1 rµ/f ). Thus, the running time of bagging
methods increases with the decrease of f . Keeping the accuracy
of bagging methods better than that of NMF, we fixed f = 0.1 by
default to achieve a better efficiency.
Exp-2.3: Impacts of r. To evaluate the impacts of r, we varied
r from 10 to 50 and fixed other parameters to their default values.
The accuracy and running time results are reported in Figure 5(a),
5(b) and 5(c) and Figure 5(d), 5(e) and 5(f), respectively.
The results tell us that (a) NMF(Biased) obtains the best accuracy compared with other methods, (b) bagging methods have
higher accuracy than NMF and BIGCLAM, (c) the accuracy of
NMF increases slightly with the increase of r and is always greater
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Figure 5: Accuracy and efficiency comparison: with respect to the number r of latent factors.
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Figure 6: Accuracy and efficiency comparison: with respect to the tolerance ϵ of top-(ϵ, k) prediction.
methods, and improves the accuracy by (18%, 39%, 33%) (resp.
(4%, 10%, 18%) and (16%, 11%, 38%) ) over NMF, AA and BIGCLAM on YouTube, Flickr and Wikipedia, respectively.

Summary. From these experimental results on real-life social network datasets, we find the following. (1) NMF is able to predict links and can be sped up by the top-(ϵ, k) process to explore
the O(n2 ) search space. It is more accurate than AA and BIGCLAM, which verifies the effectiveness of NMF. Moreover, NMF
runs faster than BIGCLAM on dense networks, e.g., Flickr and
Wikipedia, which is consistent with the complexity analysis that
BIGCLAM is sensitive to the degree of networks. (2) However, the
running time of NMF is increased quadratically with the increase
of r. This might be a bottleneck for large networks. By decomposing the link prediction problem into smaller pieces and solving them independently, our bagging methods are more efficient
and scale well with the size and density of large networks, e.g.,
NMF(Biased) finished in an hour on Friendster with 1.5 × 107
nodes and 1.0 × 109 edges, while NMF, AA and BIGCLAM could
not finish in a day. Further, NMF(Biased) speeds up NMF, AA and
BIGCLAM for around (20, 107, 43) (resp. (31, 21, 175)) times on
Twitter (resp. Friendster). (3) Combining link prediction characteristics, our bagging methods also provide the accuracy advantages for link prediction, e.g., NMF(Biased) is faster than the other

5.

RELATED WORK

The link prediction problem has been studied extensively in the
data mining and machine learning community [13, 35], which falls
into unsupervised and supervised methods [15]. Unsupervised methods often assign scores to potential links based on the topology of
the given graphs: (a) Adamic/Adar [1] is a common neighbor based
method; (b) Katz [34] is a path based method which sums over all
paths between two nodes, and there are also other path based methods, such as Local Path and Random Walk with Restart [35]; And
(c) [12, 13] investigates the low rank approximation methods by
generating a small rank matrix to approximate the initial adjacency
matrix. Supervised methods [8, 15, 16] typically treat link prediction as a classification problem, e.g., supervised matrix factorization and random walk based approaches [5, 9]
Recently, several models for link prediction have been proposed,
such as community affiliation models [25,33], stochastic topic mod-
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els [39], negative link prediction models [40], statistical relational
models [6, 10, 11, 22, 26] and Markov models [27]. Moreover,
link prediction has also been studied for mining missing hyperlinks [4, 41]. While some recent work has focused on the heterogeneous [18–21,24] and temporal [5,23] scenarios, these methods are
not essentially designed to search the entire space of O(n2 ) possibilities. Indeed, they are often not able to prune the search space of
possibilities, and are mostly designed to evaluate the link prediction
propensities of a subset of node pairs.
Our method is related to NMF proposed in [30], which has been
successfully used for collaborative filtering [17]. Since the adjacency matrix in our approach is symmetric, we adopt the symmetric NMF method [28]. Our work is also related to bagging predictor [38] that generates an aggregated predictor based on multiple
bootstrap samples. Different from the bootstrap sampling methods,
we focus on sampling subgraphs from large networks. Although a
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sampling methods to achieve high link prediction accuracy.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed an ensemble-enabled approach for top-k link
prediction, which scales up link prediction on very large social networks. By decomposing a large network into smaller pieces, the
bagging methods are more scalable to large networks with over
15 million nodes and 1 billion edges. We develop three bagging
methods that are designed in particular for link prediction, and our
bagging methods also provide better accuracy and scalability. Finally, we have experimentally verified that our ensemble-enabled
approach is much more accurate and scalable than existing methods AA [1] and BIGCLAM [33].
A couple of topics need further investigation. First, we are to
develop distributed approaches scalable on networks with billions
of nodes, in a way similar to [31]. Second, we are to study personalized recommendations using our link prediction approach.
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